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Corrections, updated May 6, 2017.

Notation: x means page x, with xy indicating line y from above, xy
indicating line y from below.

415 replace “differention” by “differentiation”
106 replace “f2(x) ≥ 0 for all x” by f2(t) ≥ 0 for all t”

1319+23 replace “pj,k” by “pk,j”
147 replace “mapping T” by “linear mapping T” (as in Theorem

B.18)
1812+18 replace “L1” by “L1”
248+7 replace “i = 0” by “j = 0”
247 add the sentence “The conclusion of Theorem 2.17 also holds

when the Vj are arbitrary open sets, since they can be replaced
by bounded sets Vj ∩ B(0, R) with R taken so large that K ⊂
B(0, R).”

425 replace “(̌ϕ” by “(ϕ̌”
4210 replace “(2.35)” by “(2.32)”
4415 replace “J ◦ T−1” by “JT−1”
6013 add the line “here ∂f = g.”
6214 replace “(C.11)” by “(C.10)”
634 replace “v” by “u” in two places
647 replace “χNu” by “χNu = χ(x/N)u”

652+5+6 replace “L2” by “L2” in the subscripts
652 replace “B(0, 1

j
)” by “B(x, 1

j
)”

66 let the footnote refer to (3.60) instead of (3.43)
7211 change the definition of ṽδ to

ṽδ(x) = ũ(α+β

2
+ 1

1−δ
(x− α+β

2
))

739 replace “perioodic” by “periodic”
7616 replace “m− 1)” by “m− 1”
799 replace “dyndx

′” by “dx′dyn”
839 replace “Ωb = {x ∈ R

n | 0 ≤ xj ≤ b}” by “Ωb, where Ωb

= {x ∈ R
n | 0 < xj < b}”

846 replace “ΩR” by “Ωb”
849 replace “the lemma” by “Theorem 4.29”
897 replace “(H, V, l(u, v))” by “(H, V, l0(u, v))”
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1218 replace “(−1)m−1(m− 1)!” by “ (−1)m−1

(m−1)!
”

12614 replace “Exercise 12.36” by “Exercise 12.35”
12610 replace “this theorem” by “Theorem 6.3”
1271 add “(The constant 4/3 can e.g. be found as the maximum of

(1 + 2s+ 2t)/(1 + s+ t+ st) for s = |x|2, t = |y|2 ∈ R+.)”
1354 replace “dηdζ” by “dζdη”
13617 replace “when u” by “when ϕ”

1417−10 replace “each ϕ ∈ C∞

0 (Ω), that . . . , and Djϕ ∈ C∞

0 (Ω).” by
“each ηl as in Corollary 2.14:

ηlDju = ηlDj(ηl+1u) ∈ Hs−1(Rn),

since ηl+1 = 1 on supp ηl, and here ηl+1u ∈ Hs(Rn) implies
ηlDj(ηl+1u) ∈ Hs−1(Rn) by Lemma 6.7.”

1581 replace “Show that” by “Let Re b > −2. Show that”
18717 add the sentences “For u ∈ D ′(Ω) on can obtain this by using

a parametrix Q together with nested cutoff functions as in the
proof of Theorem 6.29. The induction argument is to write

Pψj+1u = [P, ψj+1]ψju+ ψj+1Pu+ ψj+1P (ψj − 1)u,

where [P, ψj+1] is of order d − 1, ψj+1Pu ∈ Hs and
ψj+1P (ψj − 1)u ∈ C∞, so that application of Q lifts the regu-
larity one step.”

22411 replace “belong to S (R
n

+)” by “belongs to OM(Rn−1,S (R+))”
22412 replace “then also” by “then”
2248 replace “dxndξ

′” by “dx”
2269−7 “ρ(m)” should be “̺(m)” (such wrong fonts occur here and there

in the book)
30513 replace “S ′(R)” by “D ′(R)”
32015 replace “LiC−” by “C−”
3493 replace “|p(ξ)| ≤ C for ξ ∈ X” by “|p(x)| ≤ C for x ∈ Ω”
35011 replace “βax2” by “βa(x2”
35213 replace “12.9 3◦” by “12.9”
3535 add the sentence “Moreover, H is dense in V ∗; this is seen

e.g. by observing that the mapping f 7→ ℓf from H to V ∗ is
the adjoint of the injection of V into H ; here one can apply
Theorem 12.7.”

3598 replace ”at” by ”as”
36211 replace “eiθ” by “eiθ”

36819+20 remove “see in particular Exercise 4.14”
37023 remove “rr”
4345 replace “Exercise B.1” by “Exercise B.3”
4361 the signs “|” are superfluous

4376−10 The proof “In fact, if . . . 1◦.” can be replaced by a shorter
proof: “In fact, assume that for some x0, |Λ(x0)| > (ε/δ)p(x0).
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Then Λ(x0) 6= 0, and p(|Λ(x0)|
−1εx0) < δ. By (∗), this implies

ε > |Λ(|Λ(x0)|
−1εx0)| = ε, a contradiction. This shows 1◦.”

43713 the signs “|” are superfluous
44818 replace “order m” by “order k”


